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Why the proton spin is not dUf to quarks*

Marek Karliner

Stanford Lin ar Acceleratm Genter

Stanford University, Stanford, GIl'ifornia 94909

ABSTRACT

Recent EMC data on the spin-dependent proton structure function suggest that
very little of the proton spin is due to the helicity of the quarks inside it. W argue
that, at leading order in the 1/N c expansion, nOI·e of the proton spin would be
carried by quarks in the chirallimit where m q = O. This model-i dependent result
is based on a physical picture of the nucleon as a soliton solution of the effective
chiral Lagrangian of large-Nc QCD. The Skyrme model is then used to estimate
quark contribution to the proton spin when chiral symmetry and flavor SU(3) are
broken: this contribution turns out to be small, as suggested by the EMC. N xt,
we discuss the other possible contributions to the proton helicity in the infinite
momentum frame - polarized gluons (~G), and orbital angular momentum (L z ).

We argue on general grounds and by explicit exam' ,Ie that ~G = 0 and that if the
parameters of the chiral Lagrangian are adjusted se that gluons carry'" 50% of the
proton momentum, most of the orbital angular monentum L z is carried by quarks.
We mention several experiments to test the EMC,e ults and their interpretation.

The EMC datal!] on polarized structure funcdons of the proton signals the

need to Ie-examine ou understanding of the various contributions to the proton

spin. In the non-r lativistic quark model (NQM) the proton is constructed as a

bound state of three heavy quarks (mq "" 300 MeV) and its spin results from com

bining the spins of these objects. The structure of tae proton as suggested by QCD
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and the deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiments is very different. The proton

can ains an infinite number of partons, i .. quarks and gluons, and the quarks are

light. Both the quarks and the gluons can contribute to the proton angular mo

mentum, either by combining their intrinsic spins 0, through their orbital angular

momentum. This is reflec ed in the sum rule

where
1 1

tlq= Jtlq(x) = Jdx[qr(X) + t1r(x: -n(x)- t11(x)1
o 0

1 1

tlG = JtlG(x) = Jdx [Gi(~l:) - G!(x)]
o 0

(1)

(2)

(3)

The net quark helicities tlq are related to matrix elements of the various axial

currents between proton states, e.g.

(4)

where L.1l (p) is the proton spin.

What are the experimental sources of inform. tion about the axial form fac

tors? Historically, the first piece of information comes from charged-current weak

interactions. Because these currents are almost conserved, i.e. have soft divergence

ex Tnq, they have no anomalous dimension. This alkws us to relate, through the op

erator product expansion, their low-energy matrix~lements to pa ton distributions

observed in DIS. Thus from neutron decay we ob ,tin

• tlu - tld = 9A = 1.25 (5)
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Hyperon ,B-decay, combined with 5U(3) flavor symmetry yields[2]

• (tlu + tld - 26.8) /-13 = J.39 (6)

So far we have t 'lVO equations in three unk wn:;. The third equation can be

obtained from DIS involving the electromagnetic ;urrent. Because of the vector

nature of the electromagnetic interaction, information about axial form factors can

only be obtained if both the proton and the photon are polarized and their spins

are either parallel or anti-parallel. The difference Al between the anti-parallel

(:::; (JI/2) and the parallel cross section (:::; IY3/2) is expressed in the parton model

as

Bjorken
limit

L:qe~ [qr(x) + iir(x) - !(x) - ii!(x)]

L:q e~ [qj(X) +qr(x) + q!(x) + q!(x)]
(7)

Using the measured values of the unpolarized strut re function

F2 = L e~x [qr(x) + ij(x) +ql(x) + ql(X)]
q

one can extract from Al the structure function

(8)

9}(X) = ~LeHqr(x)+qr(X)-ql(X)-q.(x)] = ~Le~tlq(x). (9)
q q

91 (x) was 0 tained in this way by the SLAC-Yale ()llaboration in the 1970'5[3] and

l ' 11 b . [lJmore recentl for a wider range of x, by the E?\ l, co a oratIOn..,
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Fig.!. EMC results for xgf(x) (Ref. 13)

Their combined [4) result is

•
1

J 1(4 1 1)dxgf(x) = 2" g6u +96d +968 = 0.112 ± 0.009 ± 0.019
o

(10)

t low x, 0 e expects gi(x) '" .,.;a where!Sla: ~ 0 is the intercept of the

al (1270)/h (1285)/II (1420) Regge trajectory. Since all meson Regge trajectories

are ex eeted to have equal slopes ex', one expects the intercepts of the al (1270)

and h(1285) trajectories to be almost equal, with the intercept of the !l(1420)

trajectory slightly lower. Accordingly, we have fitted the data on gf(x) at low x

with a single power of x: gf(x) ::: B x-a. We have made fits to the lowest 8,7,6
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and 5 data points, as seen in Fig. 2. All the fits are of good quality and consistent

with one another. For example, using the seven po nts in x < 0.2 one finds

Q' = -0 07+0.42. -0.32' B = 0 )0+0.44
.oJ -0.17 . (11)
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Fig ~ :\s to the EMC data.!I3] on gf(x) of the f( rm Bx-a . The data points

at the 8,7,6 and 5 lowest values of x are used. (R.{. 12)

The result (11) gives us confidence that the EMC data at low x can be trusted.

Let us then see what are the implications of (10).

In 1974, using the experimental values of the d.arged current matrix elements,

taken together with 5U(3) flavor symmetry and tl e assumption ~s = 0, Ellis and

-------- ---
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Jaffe l6J wrote down a sum rule

1

Jdxgi(x) = 0.19

o

(12)

which is violated by the EMC result. Now that we have three equations denoted

by., its failure can be traced back[7,8.9! to the assumption ~s = 0, as the solution

of the equations is

~u = 0.73 ± 0.07 }

~d = -0.52 ± 0.07

~s = -0.24 ± 0.07

~u +~d + ~.s = -0.01 ± 0.21 (13)

The first surprise is the large value of ~s. But pemaps we shouldn't have been so

surprised. The large value of the a-term in 7t" N scattering has for some years been

known to indicate llOI rather large strange sea in tht proton, (pi S8 Ip) .

A more striking conclusion is that the total lontribution of quark helicities

to proton helicity is zero. Loosely speaking, the contribution of valence quarks is

cancelled out by the sea quarks. As noted, a crucial ingredient is the relatively

large and negative ~s. An independent corroboration of the above estimate of ~s

can be obtained [11 ,12J from weak neutral current, elastic vp ~ vp and iJp ~ iJp

scattering: [13! since ZO couples to (U/JI /5'U. - lhJl'Y5d - s/IL/58) the deviation of

the axial form factor G1(q2 = 0) from gA = ~u - ~d provides an estimate

~s = -0.15 ± 0.09.[12J The neutral current result n itself would not be sufficient

to establish that ~s < 0, but is very important as independent verification of the

EMC result.

It has recently been observed [H.l~J that the ~u, ~d, ~s appearing in the parton

model expression for J01dxgi (x) and elsewhere a("(~uire QCD radiative corrections

and should be replacedl1~)by ~u = ~u-(as/27t")~U, etc... It has been suggestedll~)

that perhaps ~s = 0 and the discrepancy between the EMC result for Jo1 dxgf(x)

and the previously expected value of 0.19[6] might be entirely due to ~G. This
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would require tlG ~ 8 ± 2 at Q2 ~ 10 Gey2, wnere as ~ 0.2, and L z ~ -8,

surprisingly large values. VVe will in fact argue in the following that ~G ~ O.

The result tlu + tld + tls ~ 0 can be rephra3ed as a statement about the

matrix lement of the ninth axial current,

(pi J~5 Ip) = -0.01 ± 0.21 (14)

It should be stressed here that u, d and s in tlu + ~d + tls ~ 0 are current,

not constituent, quarks. Because of the many successes of NQM we sometimes

forget the difference between the two and tend to apply our NQM intuition to DIS

phenomena and that is part of the reason why the result (13) is so surprising. In

fact, it turns out that (pi JJlslp) = 0 occurs naturally in large-Nc QCD in the

chirallimit, i.e. with current masses of quarks taken to be zero~91 Given that we are

interested in the matrix element of an axial current at zero momentum transfer, it is

natural to calculate it in an effective Lagrangian. Since the early sixties it has been

known that chiral Lagrangians provide a very successful description of soft pion

physics~16J One approximates the QCD Lagrangian with an effective Lagrangian

describing 10 energy dynamics of a chiral field U:

(15)

More recently it has been realized that in large-A c QCD the chiral Lagrangians

describe baryon, as well as pion physics, provided only that the momentum trans

fer is small compar d to the QeD seal ~1T,l81 Baryons appear as solitons of the

chiral Lagrangian - "Skyrmions". Baryon number is identified with topologically

conserved winding number. The solitons, when qu'~ntized, have precisely the same

spin and flavor quantum numbers as lowest lying baryons - J=1/2 isodoublet for

SU(2) fia or and J=1/2 octet together with J='(J2 decuplet for SU(3) flavor~191

All the qualitative counting rules of large-Nc QeD are correctly reproduced, in

cluding N c dependence of baryon masses, radii a.nd hadronic cross seetions!19]
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On a more quantitative level, Nc independent ra ios of experimental quantities

as well as pion-nucleon partial-wave amplitudes are reproduced rathe well~20.211

Thus, to the extent that the real world with Nc · ': 3 is well described by large

Nc QeD, that description is also present in the (hiral Lagrangian language. A

useful analogy is the Thomas-Fermi model of the a.tom r221 where one replaces the

electron wave function by the average of its bilinear. Similarly, in this frame

work one replaces the quark field operator by the average of its chiral bilinear:

atom: p(r) '" 'l/J*'l/J; {:} proton U '" ifLqR.

The full effective Lagrangian contains a very large number of couplings and

fields. The Skyrme model is only a rough approximation to the full £'efT It

does, however, have all the right symmetries and can be used to illustrate model

independent results which are valid in any chiral Lagrangian in which the nucleon

corresponds to a hedgehog soliton ( see below). The result (14) is precisely of this

kind!9J To see this, consider a "generic" Lagrangian of the form

where {<Pi ='f}o, ?[, J(a, 'f}s},

£, is invariant under SU(3)L X SU(3)R: U -+ Vli~/t. The corresponding Noether

currents can be writt n explicitly in terms of U. Since U has non-zero expectation

va ue, SU(3)L X SU(3)R is spontaneously broken down to vector SU(3) and the

remaining axial SU(3) is realized in Goldstone mone. The vacuum corre ponds to

(U) = 1, while in the sector with baryon number =: 1 the classical ground state is

given by a "hedgehog" soliton Uo = exp[iF(r)r· T:. This ground state has a large

degeneracy, Uo -+ VUo yt where Y is any constant S'U(3) matrix. This degeneracy

is removed when V -s are treated as collective coordinates and the corresponding

Hamiltonian is diagonalized. Baryon wavefunetioils B(V) are the eigenstates of

the collective coordinate hamiltonian. Matrix elelT cots of the currents can now be
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evaluated explicitly~191 F r example, for the axial isovector current

(17)

where a is the isospin index and i is a spacelik L lrentz index. For the isoscalar

current, Aa -t AO = Ii 1 and therefore [9]

(BI J& IB) ex (B(V)I Tr(AiV AO V) IB(V)) = 0 (18)

-

which is equivalent to ~u+~d+~s = 0, (d. (13) dnd (14). ) Let me stress again

that this i a model independent result, relying only on the particular symmetry

of the Uo. The vanishing of (pi J~ Ip) can also be understood by considering the

soliton topology. The soliton exists because the mappings from the real space to

internal 5U(2) or 5U(3) flavor group space all in',o distinct classes which cannot

be continuously eformed into each other: I1J(S[7{2)) = 1. But the same is not

true when the internal target space is U(1), f)r ll3(U(1)) = O. That means

that the soliton has no tail in the isoscalar directIOn and that the corresponding

current de ouples.

We have just obtained the matrix element of J~ at Q2 = O. Unlike the fla

vor non-singlet currents however, Jg has a "hard" divergenc , due to the triangle

anomalyl231. Because of that, it also has non-zero anomalous dimension l2iJ and its

matrix elements have some Q2 dependence. We should therefore proceed with cau

tion 12sj when attempting to relate the Q2 = 0 resuJt to DIS data. Fortunately, the

renormalization in this case is mult~plicative, so if .pi Jg Ip) = 0 at some Q2, it will

remain so at all Q2 so that (18) which is derived in low Q2 effective Lagrangian

remains valid in the kinematic region explo ed by the EMC[9J

Vve thus see that in the double limit Ne -t 00 and m q = 0 the result (13) occurs

naturally. We do not know at present how to conlpute the liNe corrections, but

we can estimate corrections of O(mqlA). This is d me by adding to £, a mass term
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,....., Tr[mq(U + ut - 2)J and an extra kinetic term,

P [A ]t:::.£r = t-f Tr - UtU LUIJL + UtU RUItR )\ 16 2 IJ IJ
(19)

which have the effect of introducing 7] - 7]1 mixing and f1r 1:- fK. When these

effects are taken into account, we obtain

(pi J~ Ip) = -0.38
(pi J~ Ip)

(to be compared with V2 in NQM), (20)

leading to a corrected estimate l9
] 6u + 6d + 68 = -0.18 ( VB. expo value -0.01 ±

0.21). Please keep in mind, though, that this does not take into account possible

1/N c or higher order m s / AQcD corrections.

Given the sum rule (1) and the result L:q 6q ~ 0, we would like to find out

where the proton spin does come from. In the chiral soliton approach the proton

angular momentum is purely orbital. To see this explicitly and to make sure

that the glue does not contribute to L z , we will make £(U) scale invariant, as

expected [26] of £ejj for QeD. To that effect we introduce a scalar gluonium field

[27,28] Th d'fi d k" . I" dx. e mo 1 emetic term m J.- rea s

/
2
tP ( IJ t) ,£ = 16 Tr 8IJU8 U x" +... (21)

The classical solution of (21) is given in terms of tJo and the glue "profile" x(r).

U and X indicate the relative contribution of qua:. 'S and gluons, respectively, to

the energy· momentum tensor OIJ/I, and through it to the various observables. For

example, soliton mass Mo is given by

(22)

vVith this in mind, we first compute 0++ = 000 +033 and require that half of

proton's linear omentum in the infinite momen·, 1m frame be carried by gluons.
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The adjustable parameters in £, are thereby fixed. Next, we consider the angular

momentum. In the collective coordinate approach the spin of the proton is due to

rotation of the soliton as a whole, i.e. (tlG) = 0, Jz = L z = !. In other words,

Jz = w I, where I rv Nc is the moment of inertia and w rv 1/N c is the (slow) angular

frequency of rotation. The slow rotation ju tifies vhe semi-classical treatment of

the problem. The moment of inertia I is given by

10 r--~--~----r---~--~---'-~------'

.' i.

(23)

--_._._._._._._._._._._._._._.-
1(1')

8
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/
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--- I q
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-' _. - I.

20 30

Fig. 3. Quark and gluon contributions, I q and 19 to the moment of inertia I
(Ref. 12)

The relative contribution of gluons and quarks to the spin is determined by
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their relative contributions to I. n the chiral r-nit these turn out to be 36%

and 64%, respectively~121 The glue contributes less, because its energy density is

concentrated in a small region of space rv 1 fro, as suggested by the bag model,

while the chiral field extends farther away.

The physical picture of the proton spin as sugtested by this work has several

rath r interesting experimental consequences.

Clearly it is of great importance to confirm the EMC result (10) and to measure

also f01dxgi (x) using polarized neutrons, so as to check the Bjorken sum rule~291

The theoretical interest in new experiments to mea.~'.JIe these quantities is enhanced

by the fundamental information about chiral symmetry and its breaking that they

provide. We also remind the reader of the relevance of (pi A~ Ip) to dark matter

searches [7,8] and to axion couplings!30J Assuming that the EMC measurement (10)

is essentially correct, the next priority is to determine the origin of the bulk of the

proton spin, which ust be carried by gluons and/or orbital angular momentum:

! (lw + ti.d + ti.s) + ti.G + (L z ) = !. There are various possibilities for measuring

ti.G, including the following~

(a) Measurement of J / 'l/J production and decay f-' .operties in deep inelastic muon

scattering off polarized targets; [32]

(b) Measurement of X2(3555) roduction and de -ay properties in hadronic colli-
. [33]

slons

(c) Measurements of charm di tributions in deep inelastic scattering off a polar

ized target using dimuon events from c(c) -- p+(p-) + X decays;

(d) Hadronic jet asymmetries in polarized pp o~lisions; [34J

(e) Direct photon production at large PT by polarized protons; {34l

(f) H d · I . l' d U" 135J typeron pro uetlOn at arge PT In po anze pp co lSlODSj

* For a review and other references on spin physics at. ,;Jort distances, see Ref. 31.
t The fact that 6.8 < 0 suggests that there may be signif ~ant spin anticorrelation for hyperons

produced by polarized protons, even at low PT.
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(g) Higher r er effects in polarized ep collision5 (36)

(h) Drell-Van /+ /- production with polarized be.~ms; [37J

(i) Large PT hadron production in photoprod ct ion ff polarize targets~381

We have been discussing the polarized structure function of the proton and

its phy ical interpretation. The hysical picture I have described here is based on

large-Nc QCD and on spontaneous breaking of chiral symmetry. It is in agreement

with the data and has some interesting predictions. here have been several at

tempts to understand the EMC data by other means. Some of those have been

mentioned in some detail in he text, together with their drawbacks, as we see

th
[9,12]

em :

• "(pi J~5 Ip) varies rapidly as function of renorma.Jization scale Q2" [251

• "Isospin brea,king effects: m u =j:. md are imporL-ant ,,(40]

• "A crisis in the parton model" [39J

· "J dxgf(x) gets a large contribution from glu ~ " [14,15J

00• "J dv Gf(v, Q2) not yet asymptotic at Q2 = 1\~ GeV, due to higher twists." [Ill
v '

o

• "Perturbative QCD is wrong' [42]

• "EMC is wrong',143)

• "The naive interpretation of quark model is wrong" 1
9

}
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The above list summarizes the various suggesLions that have been made. I

hope it will serve as a catalyst for further research iuto proton spin structure, both

experimental and theoretical.

Acknowledgements: The work described in this tah:[9,12] was done in collaboration

with Stan Brodsky and John Ellis.
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